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Abstrac{:

Taking into accounl the advantages of globalization, money-laundering offences have been increasingly crossing nationa!

boundales and expanding into worfdwide operation in the past few decades. In this setting, it is evident that no single

country can prevent and control this type of crime in a unilateral action, but rather needs interstate cooperation. Some efforts

have been taken by the domestic as well as the international community in order to respond to the problem of cross'border

rnoney laundering. The ratifications of international conventions, the expansion of domestic criminal laws and law

enforcement beyond natbnal territory, and the estabtishment of international modalities of cooperation are some evidence of

such efforts. However, some obstacles that hinder the effeciiveness of conducting international cooperation are inevitabie.

Three of the factors that affect the effectiveness of inters{ah cooperation when dealing with transnational character of mcnev

laundering inciude the haditional view of sovereignty, the diversity cf national legal systems, and the capability to perform

international cooperalion.

Keywords: transnational chanacter; money laundering; law enbrcement;domestic affairs; international cooper,ation.

JEL Classification: K14, K36, K42.

lntroduction

it is obvious that the acts of money laundering transcend the boundaries of nalionaljurisdiction. tn this case, the

defendants, the proceeds of crime, and documentary evidence might move trom one jurisdiction to another. ihis
in turn leacis to the movement of criminai law beycnd the boundaries of sovereign states, On this issue, a single

country cannot deai with the problem in the form of a unilateial action, and it needs to call upon inierstate

cooperation at an intemational level. This condition requires some degree of cooperation in engaging law

enforcement. This article reviews the internationalization of law enforcemeni, ttre significances of international

cooperation in encouraging ihese efforts, and the challenges associated with law enforcement authorities in

conducting iniemational cooperation. lt begins with a brief description of money iaundering as a transnationat

crime in which it draws the need to conduct international cooperation in countering the crime.

1. Transnational Character ol Money Laundering Offence

The term 'tmnsnational' is defined as 'extending or going beyond national boundaries'.1 A number of references

refer to the terminological lssues of the word 'transndional', involving transnationalism, traRsnational actors,

transnational organizations, and transnational corporations (Felsen and Kalaitzidis 2005, 3). ln the tate 1970s and

lSee 'Transnational', http:/lwww,meniam-webster.com/dictionaryltransnationai accesseci 7 October 2015.
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1980s, the siudy of such terminologies introduced the ccncept of 'transnational crime'(Felsen and Kalaitzidis

2005, 3). The notion of transnational crime, initially, was not a legal concept but a criminological concept that

described a social phenonrenon {Mueller 2001, 13), a sociological concept that concerned criminal groups of

neiworks (Serano 2002, 16), and also a political concept that delineated tran$naiionalactors by nation-states or

non-state entities (Serano 2002, 16; Viottiand Kauppi 1987). Although transnational crime is kequently confused

wiih internatienal crinle, the fiAro ierms clearly have different meanings and scope. Bassiouniz, for example,

distinguished the ido bv providing an explanation that international crimes ate crimes prohibited by international

laws, norms, or treaties; whereas transnational crimes are concerneci with acts criminalized by the laws of more

than one country,

To pui it simply, ihe term 'transnational crime' applies when iwo 0r more countries mutually agree on arr

activity being classified as a criminai offence. lt can also refer to criminal acts that violate ihe laws within oiher

countrtes, With regard to money laundering, this type cf crime can be considered as an international crime as wsll

as a transnational crime. As an intemational crime, it was initially recognized by the United Nations Convention

that required participating states to criminalize the act of money laundering3, As a transnational oi cross-border

crime, money laundering is a crime that is specifically mncerned with acts criminalized by the laws of more than

one countrya. Here in this coniext, transnational money laundering arises if cne of the two conditions has been

met: firstly, if the jurisdiction where the illegal proceeds are laundered difiers from the jurisdiction where the

predicate offence took place; and secondly, if financial transactlons that fucilitate laundering span muitiple

national jurisdiciions (Holmes 2003, 200).

In terms of practice, as a transnational crime, money laundering is committed across the boundaries of

national jiirisdictions. This is because in the process of money laundering operations, criminals easily move the

illicit money through seveial financial institutions worldwide in an attempt to disiance the funds from their illegal

sources. Transnational criminal activity of money laundering might urge more than one jurisdiction to be inv0lved

in it: one in which the crime is committed, another one in which the criminal is arrested, another in which the

proceeds are iocated, and the jurisdictions in which the proceeds have been frcrzen, confiscated, or forfeited (Bell

1999, 107). These categorizations demonstrate that the cross-border dimension of money laundering is

immensely problematic in conducting law enforcemeni. The problems law enforcement is facing include the

challenging issues in tracking the proceeds of crime and collecting other evi'Cence located in foreign jurisdictions.

What follows is an analysis 0n the response of law en{orcement to the eross-border money laundering practices.

2. Law Enforcement Responses to the Transnationallloney Laundering Offence

The most basic objective of law enforcement is 'to immobilize the criminais' iNadeimann 1990, 45 * 46). The

immobilization of criminals involves the identification of the suspects, finding and arresting them, gathering

evidence, seizing criminal proceeds, and imprisoning the defundants (Nadelmann 1990, 45 - 46). For achieving

this objective, law enforcement authorities need to conduct three tasks: obtaining information, gathering evidence,

and retrievirtg criminals, On this issue, it is presumed that interstate cooperation between law enforcement

authorities is essential and ineviTable. What foliows eiaborates on the dynamic aspects of law enforcement

efforts in countering transnational money laundering offence. Here in this context, it anaiyzes thre changing

character ol law enforcementJrom a domestic function to an international sphere.

2.1. Th€ No$on of Law Enforcement

1a,,.; enforcement stands for upholding and enforcing iaws, siatutes, u'iegislations that are in force in a given

jurisdiclion. In the per$pective of criminal law, the term 'law enforeemeni' refers io a state's action to deiect

2 Bassiouni, M.C. 'The Penal Characteristics of Conventional lnternationalCriminal Law', (1983) 15 Case Western

Reserue Jeumal of tnlernational Law 27, p.15. Cited from David Felsen and Aris Kaleitzldis {2005), Supra note 3, p. 6. See

Herbert V. Morais, 'Fighting International Crime and lis Financing: The lmportant of Foltowing Coherent Global Shategy

based on the Rule of Law' (2005)50 Vill. L. Rev. 583, p,5B+,

3The llnited Nafr'ons Convention on tlticit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotraprc Subsfances, Article 3(1 Xb). See

also Herbert V. Morais, Supra note B.
4ln the perspective of the United Nations, money laundering is categorized as a transnational crime. Within this

context, the United Nations established 18 categories of transnationalcrime, the list being topped by maney iaunderinq and

teirorisnr. The tB categories are n'raney lar:ndering, lerrorisrn, tireft uf art cdl?,Jral ob;ect, tJ'left of intelfectual prop*r{y, ilticil

arm traffic, airplace hidjaking, sea piracy, hidjaking by land, insurance fraud, computer crime, environmental crime, trafficking

rn person, trade in human body parts, illicit drug trafiicking, fraudulent bankcrupcy, and infiltration of legal business. See

David Felsen and Aris Kalaitzidis, Supra note 3, p.3 and 16.

n
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viclations, to stop them, a.nd to prevent further vioiations from occuning in the future. Law enforcement can aiso

concern the use of governmental agents to respond, deteci, investigate, prosecute, and give a sanction to the

perpetrators, From these perspectives, there are two kinds of activities that law enforcement undergoes, namely,

detecting criminal conducts and imposing sanctions on the perpekators.

Law enforcement can be accomplished by either voluntary compliance or through punishment {Pistor and

Xu 2005). Voluntary compliance occurs when a person or a compafiy complies with a government request before

being forced into a.ction.5 A method used in the voluntary compliance is seltimposed regulation, where individuals

or corporations have certain obligations to report to incklent to a competent autitoiity. On ihe conirary,

punishment is a method to penalize offenders who violated laws. Punishment can be implemented through

imprisonment or a fine depending on the pattern of damage affecting victims or the society at iarEe. Funishment

in this case is aimed at rernoving the capacity of criminals to commit a crime,

in the conrext of money laundering, both voluntary compliance and punishmenr are also used in controlling

the crime. Voluntary compliance rEfurs to a self-imposed regulation on private sectors such as banks, non-bank

financial instiiutions, and professionals. Three broad categories of self-imposed regulation inciude cusiomer

identification, keeping records on financial information, and the reporting of suspicious transactions. Meanwhile,

punishment can be imposed on the perpekator of money' laundering as well as its predicate offences. This

sanction isaimed at removing the incentive to commit the crime of money laundering by pursuing illegal money,

forbiting instrumentalities of the mime, and confiscating the proceeels of the crirne.

2.2;Domesth Function of Law Enfercement

Originaiiy, the nature of a crime was either a local or naiional issue. As long as the crime was regarded as a local

or national issue, criminal law remained terntorial. Criminal law, under these circumstances, only takes into

account the ferritory where the crime has occurred. John Blum commented that 'Our criminal justice system is

based on terntory. lf somethiirg happens in myterritory, lhave jurisdiction. lf itdom not, lhave to deaiwith other

nations, states in order to retrieve information...' {Bain 2004). Based on the teritorial nature of the crime, criminal

taw can change the way in whirh law enforcement is pursued. Law enfcrcement at a national level refers to ihe

enforcement of criminal law within the borders of a country. ln this case, law enforcement follows a territoriai

jurisdiction. This model shows us that the investigation of a crime focuses on a specific geographical area

surrounding the site where the crime occurred. Indeed, offences committed abroad were not a concern of national

authorities. As a consequence, the states in question might be reluctant or unwilling to carry out international

cooperation sr to assist another state in bringing the offenders to justice.

Reganling the ability of domestic law enforcernent auttioi'ities in conducting interstate cooperation, ihere

are two impeding factors: the need to respect sovereignty and the difficulty in harmonizing different legal systems

(Richardson 2008, Nadelmann 1993, 324). The need to respect the sovereignty otanother state means that the

iurisdiction of domestic law enforcement cannot shetch beyond its national borders. lf there is no treaty or

agreement between the States, it is difficult to gather evidence and collect information located abroad. Difficulty in

harmonizinE different legal systems involves the diverse considerations to criminalize or not ceriain conducts, the

different techniques law enforcement can utilize, the hgai procedures for obtaining evidence, and the

infrastructures governing the evidence.

2.3. Globalizatioa of Law Enforcement Efforts

As indicated eartier, in enforcing criminal law within the borders of e nation +iaie, law enforcement kaditionaliy

focuses almost exclusively on a domestic function. In the cont+xt of rnorrey laundering that has increasingly

become hansnational in scope, governrnents have struggled io coordinate with law enforcement authorities from

ather countries at receiving assistance. This led countrles to expand the application ancj enforcement of domestic

criminal laws, which can increase the need of international cooperation thrcugh several modalities such as

extraditien, mutual legal assistance, and ccn{iscation of the proceeds of srime. In this setti*g, the charactsristics

of law enfcrcemeni have evolved frorn a domestic to a glcbalized scope. The globalization of law enforcement

refers to the application of domestic law to criminal activities occurrinq beyond the territorial limits of the state

concerned,
The globalization of iaw enforcement allows national laws to be applied on criminal activiiies occurring

beyond its territorial boundaries. lt also indicates a realization that crimes have expanded to a worldwide

sSee 'Voluntary Compliance' < http:/lfinancial-dictionary.thefreedictionarv.com/Voluntary+Compliance> accessed 7

October 2015.
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operation, and as a consequence, afe becoming an international affair (Mclachiin 1999, 448). In the contexi of

money laundering, several international conventions, such as the Vfenna Canvention of f988, the Sfrasbourg

Convention af 199a, and the Palermo Canvention of 20AA have attempted to address money laundering throrigh

the internationalizaiion of particular national law enforcement efforts. ln this case, there are several provisions

that govern international rnodalities of cooperation. Such rnodalities include extradition, mutual legal assistance,

and confiscation of the proceeds of crime. What follows is an analysis on these modalities in countering cross-

border money laundering criminalities.

3. Establishisg lnternational Modatities of Cooperation in Countering iltoney Laundering Offence

It is apparent that urhen dealing with the acts of money laiindering having a transnational character, a l;igh degree

of international ccoperation in law enforcement is essential (Joutsen 2002, 364). Such cooperation plays a

significant role in determining the successful prosecution of the crime- After providing a brief description on

internationai cooperailcn, this section analyzes internationai modalities of cooperation involving extradition,

mutual legal assistance, and the confiscation of the proceeds of crime. This sectioir examines how countries

attempt to enforce their own criminal law internaiionally, hampering interstate cooperation in law enforcement

matters,

3.1. The !{otion of lnternationalCooperation

Foliowing Robert Keor'une, numerous scholars found that policy coordinatian thtough country cooperation leads

io the acceptance of a country's specific preference (Milner i992, 467). Milner (1992,469), for example, points

out that cooperation can be achieved by conducting one of these actions: ii can occul'without communication or

expiicit agreement; ii can be negotiated in an explicit bargaining proces$: and it can be forced by sfonger parties.

Cooperation can be hetd in either a bitateral agreement where two countries are bounded or a multilateral

agreement where more than two countries form a treaty document. Cooperation rnust be rationai both individually

and collectively (Banet 2015, 1). lt is individual rationali$ beeause the choice to be e party is voluntary. lt is

coliective rationality because states negotiate and exploit fully for the potential unity in a treaty. With regard to

interstate cooperation, the methods involve inter alia, extradition, mutual iegal assistance, transfer of

proceedings, confiscation and forfeiture, information exchange, memoranda of understanding, and disposition of

crirninal proceeds.

Brown argued ihat earrylng out lnternaiio*al eooperatian in uiminai matterc requires an apprcpriat*

strategy of law enforcement {Brown 2008, 29). Within this ccntext, he proposed a proper foundation with

appropriate structures that needs to be developed at a nationai level before it can be launched into an

internaiicnal sphere. Accordingly. he identified four main factors that can influence ihe environment for

intemational cooperation in criminal matters. These factors are poliiics. law, culture, and capacity.

Regarding the issue of politics, the lmportance of political suppori for law enforcement cooperation is ihat

it enablss the negotiation of intarnationai agreernents and the ureation of national laws that implement those

agreements. Hence, it can be said that international cooperation in law enforcement matters c'oes not exist

without the political support of any state. The issue related to the laws focuses on the body of rules that are

oesigned to i"egulate human behavior in the society. In the contexi of international cooperation, the function of the

law is to negotiate intemaiionai agreements and to implernent them ai a dome$tic level. Cauntries through the

enacirnent of domesiic tegislations wil! adopi internatianal stsndards and other concepts described in thetreaty.

F{ere in this cgntext, laws contribuie to perform the frarnework af cooperation anci implement it at a natiailal levei.

Vv'ith regards to culture, it cornes into play in two respects: sharing and building coopeiation.o Culture can

influence politicians ancl legislatures. lt can also influence the mindset of the investigators and prosecutors. Even

mgre so, culture can influence the opinion of a socieiy in preventing anC responding to the emerging trends of

any crime (Brown 2008, 36). As a consequence, organizational and management cuiture of a state ma;r affect the

etfectiveness of international coopuation in law enforcement matters. Finatly. the tssue related to capacity, the

success of intemationai cooperation in law enforcement matters can be predicted by measuring the capabiliiy of

all elements that support a judicial, prosecutoriai, or law enforcement personnel of the requested country, In this

sense, Heymann identified three capabiliiies that must exist when carrying out intemational cooperation in iaw

enforcement matters (Heymann 1990, 9g). These are the capaciiy to acquire information in foreign states, the

capacity to bring it back to the forum state as usable evidence, and the capacity io bring the defendant and

witnesses to the forum state.

10

osee http*'www.uwec.edu/bonstemj/fntro/Spring04/Culture.Structure files/v3 document accessed 9 October 2015.
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3.2. The Main International Modalities of Cooperation in Countering Money Laundering Offence

There are several modalities that have been used recentiy in conducting international cooperaiion for countertng

money-laundering offences. However, this study wiil cover the major and common modalities of internaticnai

cooperation. Those modalities inciude pursuing the suspect (exhadition), pursuing the evidence (mutual legal

assistance), and pursuing the profits (forfeiture and confiscation). Pursuing the suspect is the process where any

country is asked to locate and return a person who is accused of or has been convicted of a crime commitied in

the requestrng countfy. Pursuing the evidence is the prccess cf obtaining evidence or information in a f+reign

couniry where the evidence is located. Pursuing the profits, finally, is the process of obtoining criminal proceeds

located abroad in which the forum state asks a foreign country ic forfeit or to confiscate the illegal procecds that

aliegedly derive from criminal activities. $/hat follows is an analysis on ihe form and detaii of basic instruments

used for conductin g intemational cooperatfon.
(a) Extradition - Pursuing the Suspect

Extradition refurs io the transfer of offenders t0 another state fur proseeution. Exffadition in this context is

aimed at preventing rhe criminals from finding a safe haven and escaping punishment. Before the 1800s,

extradition was direcied to the return of fugitives soughi for pclitical or religious offences {Prost 1988, 4). Here in

this age, extradition was viewed as a means to protect the political order of states. However, in modern times, the

focus of extffidition has changed substantially to cover cornmon serious crimes (Prost 1988, 4), Throughout its

existence, it is obvious that exhadition has an important role in combating money laundering that has international

dimensions. Extradition can be organized through bilateral or multilater:al trcaties. The European Convention on

Extradition of 1957 ig one such multilateral treaty that concerns couniries in Europe. lts m.ain goal is to achieve a

Eeater unity between its members by having them comply with the sarne set of extradition rules.

In caruying out extradition, there are several basic principles that finction as rules of extradition. These

principles are designed to protect the rights of suspects and defendants. The existence of these principles might

be incentives sr disincentives for the success in conducting internaiional cooperation in law enforcement matters,

The first principle is the principle of dual criminality. This principle requires an act t0 be a crime in both the

requesting and requested countries. ln other words, the crime must be punishable in both countrie$. Thi$ principle

r.eflects the doctrine ol nulla poena srne /ege (no punishment without law). The reasonirrg for dual criminality is io
protect someone from eidradition if the act is not unlaMul in the country that is requested an extradition and in the

country that demands ihe extradition. As such, the principle of dual criminality is aimed at protecting the fugitive
r,rorn unjust punishrnent.

It is recognized that the principle of dual criminaiity is impodant to protect the fugitive from unjust

punishment. However, the implementation of the principle in a given case is noi an easy task. The most

challenging issue in establishing duel criminality for extradition flows from technical diffelences in how states

define, name, and prove criminal offences {Prost 1988, 4). Regarding this issue, it is difficult to cietermine whether

the conduct is a crime in a foreign jurisdiction. In order to overcome this difficulty, there are two methods releled

totheapplicationof thedualcriminalityrequirement, namely, inconcretaandinabstracb{Prost 1988, 11, Hafen

1992, 199 - 200) Under the first method, the couri applies a strht analysis of iis elernents to the parallel law of

ihe requesting state. lf the elements match, the court then applies domestic law to the action of the extradition, By

contrast, in the second method, a court review$ the criminal scnduct regardless of the labei and elements of the

crirne. In this case, it is not necessary for the wording of th'e offence to be identical. ffie conduct simply considers

the crime under the laws of both jurisdictions.

The e.xtradition could tail due to the distinct concepi in aplying the duai uiminali$ requirement. Within

flris context, double criminality may cause legal and practical Cifficufties (Joutsen 2002, 260). Legal difficulties

may arise if the requested staie expect more or less similar worcling of the provisions. Meanwhile, practical

difficulties may arise when the requesting state seeks to ascertain how the offence is defined in the requested

state. Due to the transnational nature of money laundering offence, it is necessary for cou*s to consider not io be

too rigid in applying the dual criminali$ requirement. The United States of America follows the ln absfraclo

method in establishing dual criminality. In s$me case$, the United $iates follows the liberalization of judicial

inierpretation of the duai criminality requirement.

The second principie is the principie of specialty. This principie reflects the rule that once a person is

extradited, that person can be prosecuted only for the charges on which he was extradited. Here in this context.

the principle of specialiy stipulates ihat the requesiing state may not, without the consent of the requesied state,

try or punish the suspect for an ofience not referred to in the extradition request, $ubsequently, according to the
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principle of specialty, the materials obtained through internaiional cooperation in ffiminal matters may not be

used for other purposes and proceedings other than those for which the cooperation was requested

The third principle is the principle aut Cedere aut judieare (to extradite or to prosecute). Under this

principle, where a requested state refuses extradition on the basis of nationality, the case should be referred to rts

competent authorities for prosecution, This principle is intended to ensure that the criminals will not escape jusiice

and find safe haven on the basis of nationality. ln many Siates, particutarly of civil law tradition, the extradition of

nationals is prohibited (Nadelmann 1993,427). In most instances, countries that do not extradite nationais wili

have domestic jurisdiction to prosecute {or offences ccmmitted in the territoiy of a foreign State. in the contoxt af

money laundeiing, internaticnal instruments such as the 1988 Vienna Convention, the 1990 Strasbourg

Convention, and rhe 2000 Palermo Convention foilow the principle to exti^adite or to prosecute. However, ii is

increasingly evident thar a dorrnestic prosecution of offences comrnitted outside the country is a process replete

with problems.

The availabte inlemational conventions allow countries to refuse extradition in a variety cf circumstances.

These include if there is no bilateral extradition with the requesting country; if there is a suspicion that the person

will be prosecuted for reasons of gender, ethnicity, nationality, race, religion or political opinion; or if domestic

laws prohibit the extradition of their own nationals. Extnadition can further be refused in the absence of dual

criminality. Alternatively, the requested counlry can surrender the person under the conditton that person will

reiurn to serve the sentence. Furthermore, extradition may be refused if the req'.rested country considers tfre

ofience lpolitical' or 'miliiary', or if it does not consider ihe alleged offence sufficiently serious to warrant

extradition and severe penalties.

(b) Mutual Legal Assistance'Pursuing the Evidence

Taking into account the advantages of globalization, miminat conducts have been increasingly crossing

national oundaries and expanding into worldwide operation. In this setling, it is increasingly evident that thete is

no single country with the capability to prevent and control this type of crime in a unilateral action. lVlost of them

frequently need intersrate cooperation in foreign discovery such as the exchange of information, documentary

evidence, or witnesses. They also need to conduct international cooperation in returning an escaped criminal to

the origin's country. In the-legal perspective, the modality refers to 'legal assistance' in criminal matters.

Legal assistan6e occurs when one State receives assistance from another state to prosecute a criminal

case, lt is also a complex Fr€rdsut€ where one State utilizes its public services of judicia{ bodies in ancther slate

for investigating the case, court examinations, or for enforcing the court decisions. Regardless of the definitions

proposed by scholars, in essence, iegal assistance focuses on the cooperation in the administration of the

criminaljustice process. The nature of legal assistance can be differentiateC into two groups, namely, informaticn

shaling and criminai procedure (Heymann 1990, 130i. The first is directed against criminality as a whole by

providing relevant information necessary for combating the crime, The second is directed to the process o{

criminaljustice wiffr respect to a particular sffender.

Fieierring to the perspective of law enforcement, legal assistance bet'*een 0r among countries may be

defined as a prgcess in providing and obtaining assistance in uiminal nratteis. From this standpoint, the so-called

'mutual legai assistance' is intended to provide a framewoft of eooperation. This condition enabies law

enforcement authorities la obtain evidence located abroad. Hence, the purpose of mutual legal assistance is to

assist each other in obtaining information and gathering evidence that need to support in riminal trials' A btoad

range o{ mutual legal assislance covers the providing of information and docunrents, the iocating or identifying cf

p*rions or items, and the taking of evidence, testimony or staiements of persons. As well, mutual legal

assistance can also be rendered at any siate to search and seize documents, forfeit crirninal proceeds, transfer

the person, and return the proceeds of crime io the origin's state'

Mutual iegal assisiance is implemented into the framewcrk of bilateral 0r muitilateral treaties or

agreements. Mutual iegal assistance treaties (MLATs) involve the obiigation to provide assigtance, the scape of

aisistance, and the content of the requests. Under l!!LATs, esch state party is obliged to asstst each other in the

fields of investigation, prosecution, and criminal proceedings. The difference with extradition is that MLAT$

usually provide for assisiance without regard to whethet the matten uncier investigation would be a crime in both

countries. There are several advantages to states having mu.tual legal assistance treaties in dealing with

transnational criminal cases, To daie, Richardson identified at least six such advantages:

Firstly, evidence can be obtained quickly because requests bypass the courts and diplomatic channels.

Secondly, mutuai legaiassistance treaties establish a proceduralframework for ensuring that the evidence wiil be

admissible in domestic courts" Thirdly, they can provide a mechanisrn for chcumventing the financial secrecy laws

that so often frustrate investigators. Fourthly, mutual iegal assistance treaties can require that the request and the
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evidence provided be keot confidential, preventing suspects from learning of the request and aitempting to hide,

cbscure, or destroy evidence. Fifthly, they can permit requests to be made prior to the institution of criminal

proceedings. And finally, mutual legal assistance treaties can require the provisions of evidence in cases where

no 'dual criminality' exists (Heymann 1990, 83 * 84).

ln the context of money laundering, the basic legal framework of mutual legal assistance is the 19BB

United Nations Convention against lllicit Trafiic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. Article 7

provides a broad range of mutual legal assisiance in dealing with the criminal conducts of drug trarficking and

mcney laundering. The convention requires that each member affcrd the widest measure of rni.itual legai

assistance in the investrgation, pi'osecution, and judicial proceedings. Mulual legal assistance in this context is

divisible intc three broad categories: investigatir,,e assistance to identitv and trace property to obtain documents;

provisional mea$ures to freeze or seize propert.v iocated in the tenitory of the requested Party, and enforcement

of another state's cont'iscation onfers. For mutual legal assistance to be carted out smoothly, article 7(5) obliges

parlies not to decline ii on the ground of bank setrecy,
Furthermore, article f8 of the Palermo Convention of 2000 and article 46 of the Conveniion against

Corruption of 2003 are international legal instruments that enumerate a wide range of mutual legal assistance in

the investigation, prosecution, and judhiel proceeding. These assistances involve, inter alia, collecting

documentary evidence, statements of a person, effect service of iudic'nl documents, execute searches, seizures

and freezing of assets, and obtain expert evaluations. The document must aiways identify the authority making

the reques'r, the nati:re of the investigation, a brief summary of all the rslevant facls, details of assistance, and so

on. tsoth conventions also estabtished the need to create a central authority to process all the mutual legal

assistance received from state parties.

Even though there are comgete regulations regarding mutual legal assistance and countries declare theit

comrnitment io cooperate with each other in tackling money-laundering c#ences, in operational reality, there are

a iot of challenges faced by iaw enforcement authorities in conducting mutual legal assistance. The lollcwing two

cases illustrate the essential elements and also the complication of mutual legai assistance in conducting money-

laundering investigations (Bain 2004, 10),

In Luxembourg, a legai challenge was successfully made to ihe process by which the evidence was

obtained anci given to the Royal Canadian Mounted Folice (CRMP). The Luxembourg Court cf Appeal held ihat

the seizure o{ the recsrd was invalid because the letter o{ request irom Canada to Luxembourg had nat been

signeci by a judge, as required by Luxembourg not Canada. $ince this evidence was crucial to successful

prosecution of Good, Crown made a request to the Suprerne Court of British of Colombia to take commission

evidence in Luxembourg. This report was denied due to a perceived timeless issue. The Supreme Court of British

Colombia field that the Crown should have been abie to anticipaie the probiem wiih gathering and obtaining

evid€nce from Luxembourg and should have made their request earlier in the process. Crown was forced to enter

a stay of ptoceedings against Good.

ln the Cruickshank case (1992), the challenge tc the evidence obtained and given to the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (CRfulP) in Switzerland was unsuccessful and the bank in question agreed to let one of its

employees travel to Canacia to provide evidence in court. Cruickshank was in the business of selling cannabis

and transport some of the proceeds to offshore havens. In that case, Cruickshank's conviction of 16 counts of

possession of the proceeds of aime is primarily due to the cooperation with the Swiss.

(c) Forfeiture and confmcation of criimina.l Proeeeds - Pursuing the Proflfs

The term 'confiscation' stands for taking private property fot public use without coripensation.T This is

done througii'i the courts as penalty 0r measure after the completion of proceedings, As a noun, confiscation is

similar to the term of seizurq appropriation, impounding, forfeiture, exprapriation, sequestration, and takeover

which may be seen as being seized by a governrRent or by taking posse$sion of something through the legal

process.s The FATF in its Guide Document explains that confiscation or forfeiture orders are linked to a criminai

conviction or a cguri decision {FATF 2010, 12). In this contexi, the confiscated or{orfeited prOpetv iS determined

to have been derived frcm or intended for use in a violation of the lal. The question to be asked is why

confiscaiion or forfeiture is essential in reducing the incentive to commit a crime. From a moral perspective, there

is an ideological assumption that no one should be allowed to profit fl.om a crime. In other words, nc person shall

be allowed to unjustly enrich oneself in the expense of another individual or a society at large.

TSee 'Confiscation', <http:i/deflnitions.uslegal.com/clconfiscation/> amessed 11 October 2015.

ssee 'Confiscation', http://www.thefreedictionarv.com/confiscation accessed 11 October 2015'
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In the context of money laundering, confiscation is an important par.t of an effective anti-money laundering

regime. A core element of Reccmmendation 3 of the FATF (2003) is that there should be measures in place to
identify' trace and evaluate property that is subject to confiscation. Likewise, Recommendation 38 requires that
there be authonties to take expeditious action in response to requests by foreign countries to identify property that
may be subject to confiscation. Furthermore, Article 5 of the Vienna Convention provides details of the ternr
confiscation at both national and international levels. Firstly, the convention requires that state parties enaci laws
allowing for the confiscation of all forms of property used in orderived from offences listed in article 3(1) and
proceeds of tl'rese offences. f\4easures to identify, l"ace, and freeze forfeiTable assets rnusi also be adopted by
the pariies. Secondly, the Convention requires thateachassist the others in identifying, freezing, or confiscating
property within its territory that was used in or is the proceeds of an offence that occurred in the territorv of the
requesting state.

4- Challenges to Effectiye lnternational Cooperation in Countering Money Laundering bfbnce
As stated above, some efforts have been taken tly the domestic as well as international community in responding
to the acts of money laundering. The establishment of international conventions supported by the iJnited Nations,
ihe expansion of domestic criminaf iaws and law enforcement beyond its tenitory, and ifre establishment of
international modalities of cooperation are some evidence of these efforts. In practice, however, some obstacles
that hinder the effectiveness in conducting international cooperation are ineviiable. Hypothetically, three factors
that affect the effectiveness of interstate cooperation in dealing with money laundering oiTences involve traditional
view of sovereignty, the diversity of national legal systems, and the capabilily to perform international
coopenation. What follows is an analysis on the form and detail of these clntienges that can be a disincentive to
the effectiveness in conducting intersHe coop.ration. This will be followed by an examination how states a,rternpt
to reduee and overcome these challenges.

4.1. The Traditional View of $overeignty

Sovereignty can be an obstacle io the international enforcement of criminal law (Nadelmann 1 gg3, 41 , Simonovic
2000, 384). The way any staie understands the notion of sovereigniy can affect the effectiveness of interstate
cooperation. Some states are very sensitive with their sovereign right whilst others are not. The former follows the
haditional notion of sovereignty while the latter concerns a new form of sovereigng. With regards to the traditional
view of sovereignty, a state is solely responsible for the creation and implementation of intJrnational law. lt is the
highest level of authority for the state and no other state is aliowed to interfere in the way the state treats its
inhabitants ($imonovic 2000, 3S4). This perception discourages states in con<lucting intemationat cooperation.
Here in this context, the state feels that its sovereignty is threatened by ano.ther"state. The following is an
example of thh condition.

Sovereignty thi^eatens in two ways in connection with extraterritoriality probiem. First, when State A seeks
to apply its laws to conduct thal occur in $tate B, State B may feel its sovereignty is threatened. lts sovereignty is
threatened F,ry the projection of state A's sovereigrrty ilto its tenitory. secund,-gtate n may feef its sovereEity
threaten by virtue of rules of State B law or oi international law thai purport to restrain its reguiation of toriign
conduct that affects State A (Trachtman 1994, 40S).

The lack of bilaterai as well as multilateral agreements is one reason for the hesitation of nation states to
cooperate with each other. For instance, there is no extradition treaty between Indonesia and SiRgaoore even
though it is a strategic loeation for fugitives fram Indonesia to Singapore. Whiist negotiations started a long time
ago, unfii now the treaty still does not exist. lt fs at this point {fiat the way naiion-states understand the nction of
$overeignty cafi encowage or discourage countfies in conducting interstate cooperalion. on the contrary, nation-
states that are concerned with the new sovereignty are actively conciircting intemational cooperation in law
enforcement matters. This is due to ih+ fact that the state is seen as having a partial role within a netw.ark of
countries that help address global and tegional problems (Chayes and Chlyei 19g5, Siaughter 2004,2g6).
Pursuing internatianal cooperation actually is a manifustation of mocjern states, which tite into account
sovereignty as a process to support each other in combating crimes. ln other words, new sor,ereignty focuses on
the dependence of one state to cooperale and coilaborate within the international communit-y lCnayes anO
Chayes 1995, Slaugrhter 2004, 286).

4.2.The Diversity of National Legal Systems

According to Nadelmann, a crucialobstacle that discourages cooperation in international faw enforcernent efiorts
is the differences in legislation between countries (Nadelmann 1993, 44). Ronderes added that sovereignty takes
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precedence over any possible homogenization of international law enfotcement, which results in differences

between legal traditions, procedures, evidence-gathering mechanisms, bureaucracies, legal cultural norms, and

methods used in criminalinvestigations (Ronderos1998,384). These conditions lead to obstacles in conducting

interstate cooperation: firstly, it leads io the conflict between those countries in question: and secondly, the

difficulties enccuntered in fighting transnational money laundering. By way of example, the following is an

elaboration by Eser on the difficulties that heavily impede on the effectiveness in conducting international

cooperation in criminal matters.
'Tl.e Common Law countries take the territoriality principie very seriousiy, so thal their substantive criminai

law extends to exterriiorial offences oniy in exceptional cases, whereas most Continental European couniiies

take ttre territoriality principle merely as an initial principle, with the consequence that, by using supplementary

principles (tike the active and passive personality principle, the protection and universali$ principle and teliance

on ihe 'vicarious a&ninbtration 0f criminal justice'), they are able to extend their national criminal iaw airnost

worldwide - if they do not actually clairn worldwide application of their naiional criminal law from the outset - a*d

then merely view the above principles at rnost as reasons for making certain re$rictions',

'ln some Continental European countries, the extradition of the country's own nationals is prohibited even

by the constitution - although any prosecuiion gaps may be closed by the far reaching applicability of national iaw

to cover offences committed abroad - whereas the American continent see$ nothing unusual in extraciitlng its own

nationals and eyen regards this as necessary to allow convictions to be made by the authoiities of the place

where the offence was committed, wfienever the country's own national criminal iaw cannot be applied to

exterritorial offences' (Eser 1990, t7).
To counter the probiems of diversity in national legal systems, Eser (1990, 17) proposed one oi tti'ro

alternatives that should be considered. The first alternative concerns a country's ability to create its own

substantive criminai law for its own tenitory. ln this case, the natbn-states must be prepared to supBot't the

prosecuting autirorities of the country where the ofience was committed by giving as much legal assistance as

pgssibl€ ai ttre procedural level, including the extradition of their own nationals. The other alternative is for a

cquntry to aceept and tolerate the substantive criminal law of other cowtries by means of restrictive

anangements in srderto avert any invasion of sovereignty'

5. The Capabitis to Perform lnternatisnal Gooperation

Another obstacle that is present in cooperating internationally for law enforcement matters is the inability of the

requested state to perform reque$s of the requesting state. This is particularly true for many developing states

that lack the necssary expertise, resourc€s, capacity, and legal framework. Furttnrmore, the lack of coordinated

law enforcement efforts can also impede the successful prosecution of transnational money laurdering.

Final Remark+

As elaborated earlier, it becomes apparent that any act$ 0f money laundering transcend the boundaries of

national jurisctidion. In this case, criminal law has extended beyond the boundarhs of sovereign states. As a

cgnsequencg, law enforcement has .become increasingly internationalized, The internationalization of law

enforcement reiers to the apptication of domestic law to criminal activities occurring beyond the territorial limits of

the state in question. In this case, interstate cooperation in countering the cross-border nature of money

laundering is extremely important. This means that a country rannot solely deat with the pr0blem 0f transnational

money laundering'...rsing unilateral actions exclusively, rather it requires interstate cooperetion in law enforcernent

matteis. The main modalities in conducting interstate cooperation involve pursuing the suspect (extradition), the

evidence {mutual legal assistance), and the profits (forfeiting and confisca{ion}. However, there are some

obstacles $at afiec{ the effectiveness in conducting international coopemtion througth those means' Such

obstacles are traditionatview of sovereignty, the diversity cf naiional legal systems, and the capability to perform

intemational cooperation.
The problern of money laundering cannot be solved without effective iniernational ccoperation.

Unfortunateiy, effective international cooperation and mutual assistance anangements between countries are few

and far between, In the absence of such arrangements, it is very difficult for law enforcement authorities frcm the

requesting juris'liction tosecure effective cooperation and a$sistance from other jurisdiction in'rolved.
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